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DISCLAIMER

This analysis is not tax or legal advice and is not intended or written to be 

used, and cannot be used, for purposes of avoiding tax penalties that may 

be imposed on any taxpayer. 

The information contained herein is general in nature and based on 

authorities that are subject to change. Brinker Simpson & Company, LLC 

guarantees neither the accuracy nor completeness of any information and 

is not responsible for any errors or omissions, or for results obtained by 

others as a result of reliance upon such information. Brinker Simpson & 

Company, LLC assumes no obligation to inform the reader of any changes 

in tax laws or other factors that could affect information contained herein. 

This publication does not, and is not intended to, provide legal, tax or 

accounting advice, and readers should consult their tax advisors 

concerning the application of tax laws to their situations.



Please use the Q&A to ask questions, we may not see questions 
asked in the chat section.

We will email the slides to all participants after the presentation. 

Please refer to our website brinkersimpsoncares.com for 
additional information. Details are updated regularly.

Follow us on LinkedIn for daily updates. 
www.linkedin.com/company/brinkersimpson



Our motto is “Partner with Us” and to this end we work together with our clients to help them meet their financial goals 

and objectives. We are accessible and dedicated to building long-term professional relationships. Our Firm focus is on 

our clients, team members, alliances and the community. 

Brinker Simpson & Company, LLC has been providing public accounting services since 1989. Our firm has over 50 team 

members and was formed by managing partner Robert B. Simpson, CPA, MST. 

u We provide our clients with the highest quality service they need and deserve to help them grow and succeed. Our 

focus is on the relationships we form with our clients, overcoming challenges, and performing the necessary actions 

to help build success. Serving our individual and business clients in the Philadelphia region, Brinker Simpson has 

developed enduring relationships with our community, whose foundations are firmly grounded by trust. 

u We recognize the importance of being active members in the communities where we live and work and maintain a 

culture that encourages community awareness and volunteerism. 

u Our people set us apart! We maintain a strong focus on recruitment, development and retention of quality 

professionals and associates. We hire only the best of the profession, so our clients have access to the best.

u Our proficiency gives us the ability to provide our clients with the assurance that they are in good hands. For the 

ninth year in a row, we have been voted as the “Best Accounting Firm to Work For,” on behalf of Accounting Today, 

and we have our dedicated team members to thank. We are confident that we will show that we have the ideal mix 

of experience, resources and knowledge needed to deliver the proactive, industry specific service that you deserve. 

We welcome the opportunity to be a partner in your success.
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EMPLOYEE RETENTION CREDIT –

HISTORY AND OVERVIEW

Ç Initially made available by the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Stimulus (CARES) Act. The 

ERC is a refundable payroll tax credit designed to help employers adversely affected by the 

coronavirus pandemic who maintain employee payroll during qualifying periods in 2020 and 2021. 

Ç The ERC has been retroactively improved and extended by the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 

2021 and the American Rescue Plan. Although originally only available for wages paid through the 

end of 2020, the ERC has been extended for wages paid through the end of 2021.

Ç Employers can now take advantage of the U.S. Small Business Administration's (SBA) Paycheck 

Protection Program (PPP) and claim the ERC. This part of the new law is retroactive, allowing SBA 

PPP recipients to retroactively claim the ERC.

Ç The employee retention tax credit is a broad-based refundable tax credit designed to encourage 

employers to keep employees on their payroll. The credit is available for a percentage of qualifying 

wages paid by an employer whose business is fully or partially suspended because of COVID-19 

or whose gross receipts decline over the same quarter in 2019 by 50% for 2020 and 20% for 2021.

Ç For the third and fourth quarter of 2021, "recovery startup businesses" are now eligible for the 

credit. In addition, "severely financially distressed" employers may be able to claim a larger credit 

by including all wages to calculate the ERC.



EMPLOYEE RETENTION CREDIT –

HISTORY AND OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

Ç A credit represents a dollar-for-dollar reduction of a tax liability – after determining 

eligibility, employers can obtain quick financial relief and eliminates portals, lenders, and 

SBA software glitches by reducing the cash requirements to fund payroll or requesting 

an advance credit on Form 7200.

Ç The credit for the ERC improves cash flow by reducing the amount of cash required to fund 

payroll deposits now by using credits to reduce the tax liability.  There is also an option to 

request an advance if you estimate the credit will exceed payroll deposits.  

Ç Employers who would have been otherwise eligible for the ERC in 2020, may be able to 

claim the credit retroactively as a result of recently enacted legislation that eliminated the 

CARES Act provision that prohibited PPP borrowers from eligibility.  

Ç If eligible or potentially eligible for ERC, be mindful of PPP forgiveness applications to 

ensure maximization of the combined benefit of the PPP and ERC.  Work with your 

accountants to prepare the analysis.  The retroactive benefits will be available with the filing 

of amended 941 forms.

Ç First step –determine eligibility.  Then, determine the effective dates of eligibility.  

Then, compare with PPP and / or call BSCO to maximize benefit of both programs.



EMPLOYEE RETENTION CREDIT –

HISTORY AND OVERVIEW (CONTINUED)

CARES Act CAA 2021 ARPA

Effective Date 3/13/2020 through 12/31/2020 1/1/2021 through 6/30/2021 1/1/2021 through 6/30/2021 (12/31/21 for some provisions)

PPP Borrowers Eligible NO Yes, retroactively. Yes, retroactively.

Maximum Credit $ $5,000

max per employee in total (50% of a maximum amount of 

$10,000 of qualifying wages)

$14,000

$7,000 max per employee per eligible quarter (70% 

of a maximum amount of $10,000 of qualifying 

wages)

$28,000

$7,000 max per employee per eligible quarter (70% of a 

maximum amount of $10,000 of qualifying wages)

Eligibility –Gross Receipts Reduction Percentage Compared 

to the same quarter in 2019

50% 

(remain eligible until the end of the quarter receipts are 

restored to 80% over same quarter in 2019 or 12/31/20).

20% 20%

Eligibility due to government order Credit is calculated based on the effective dates of the 

government ordered partial or full suspension of operations

NO CHANGE NO CHANGE

Employee threshold to treat wages paid to employees who 

were working as eligible for the

< 100 employees

wages paid to working employees are eligible for the credit

>100 employees

wages paid to non-working employees are eligible for the 

credit

< 500 employees

wages paid to working employees are eligible for 

the credit

>500 employees

wages paid to non-working employees are eligible 

for the credit

Same as CAA 2021, but expands types of “qualified wages” that 

are eligible.

Employers with more >500 employees experiencing a gross 

receipts reduction of >90% compared to the same calendar 

quarter in 2019 (“severely financially distressed” employers) 

may now claim ERCs on qualified wages paid to both working 

and non-working employees.



OVERVIEW OF THE CREDIT CALCULATION:
(POTENTIAL MAXIMUM ERC $33,000 PER EMPLOYEE)

2020 - $5,000 total
Ç A company can claim a credit 

equal to 50% of the qualified 

wages and qualified health plan 

expenses paid to each employee.

Ç Qualified wages are limited to 

$10,000 in total; max credit for 

the year is $5,000 per employee.

2021 - $28,000 total ($7,000 per quarter)

Ç A company can claim a credit equal to 70% 

of qualified wages and qualified health plan 

expenses paid to each employee.

Ç Qualified wages are limited to $10,000 per 

quarter; max credit for each qualifying 

quarter is $7,000. 

Ç The max credit potential in 2021 is $28,000.



ELIGIBILITY
Employers become eligible, generally if they can demonstrate either of the following

Decline in Gross Receipts 

Ç To meet the "significant decline in gross receipts," the 

employer compares quarterly gross receipts in 2020 

and 2021 to the same calendar quarter of 2019.

Ç 2020 –50% reduction

Ç Eligibility ends on last day of quarter where receipts 

are restored to 80% of same quarter in 2019.

Ç 2021 – 20% reduction

Ç An alternative test may be used to determine whether 

the gross receipts test is satisfied by comparing its 

gross receipts for the immediately preceding calendar 

quarter with those for the corresponding calendar 

quarter in 2019. 

Partial / Full Suspension of Operations

Ç Required to fully or partially suspend business 

operations 

Ç Due to orders from appropriate governmental 

authority order imposing restrictions AND 

Ç Orders limit commerce, travel, or group 

meetings due to COVID-19 AND 

Ç Orders affect the employer's operations of its 

typical operations

Ç Qualified wages are limited to the effective 

period of impacting order – not a quarterly 

eligibility event



ELIGIBILITY -

DECLINE IN 

GROSS 

RECEIPTS

Ç If average receipts over prior three years are < $25M; employers 

can generally test receipts on a cash or accrual basis

Ç Not-for-profits must use the basis of accounting that is consistent 

with their 990 

Ç Aggregation applies

Ç Receipts should reflect the aggregated group in the eligible quarter 

and the comparison quarter

Ç Each quarter in 2020 after that counts as a significant decline until 

the end of the first quarter in which gross receipts are greater than 

80% of its gross receipts for the same calendar quarter in 2020. 

Ç For an employer that was not in existence at the beginning of the 

same calendar quarter in 2019, the employer generally determines 

whether the general gross receipts test is met by comparing 

instead to the same calendar quarter in 2020. For example



ELIGIBILITY
Partial Suspension of Operations -Understanding ñNominalò

A full shutdown of operations is a straightforward and uncommon situation. However, eligibility due 

to partial suspension of business operations is less clearly defined. IRS guidance references 

“nominal” in 2 separate ways to help employers determine if their business was partially suspended:

Ç More than a nominal portion of its business operations are suspended by a governmental order OR 

Ç More than a nominal effect on the business operations

More than a Nominal Portion of its Business Operations 

Ç the gross receipts from that portion of the business operations is not less than 10 percent of the total gross 

receipts (both determined using the gross receipts of the same calendar quarter in 2019), or 

Ç hours of service performed by employees in that portion of the business is not less than 10 percent of the 

total number of hours of service performed by all employees in the employer’s business (both determined 

using the number of hours of service performed by employees in the same calendar quarter in 2019).

More than a Nominal Effect on the Business Operations

Ç Notice 2021-20  says that a governmental order that results in a reduction in an employer’s ability to 

provide goods or services in the normal course of the employee’s business of not less than 10 percent will 

be deemed to have more than a nominal effect on the employer’s business operations.

Ç Unlike the previous test for a nominal portion of the business, no numerator or denominator is identified.



ELIGIBILITY
Partial Suspension of Operations -Understanding ñNominalò (continued)

More than a Nominal Portion of its Business Operations 

Ç Example: Employer F, a restaurant business, must close its restaurant to onsite dining due to a governmental 

order closing all restaurants, bars, and similar establishments for sit-down service. Employer F is allowed to 

continue food or beverage sales to the public on a carry-out, drive-through, or delivery basis. On-site dining is 

more than a nominal portion of Employer F’s business operations. Employer F’s business operations are 

considered to be partially suspended because, under the facts and circumstances, more than a nominal portion 

of its business operations—its indoor and outdoor dining service—is suspended due to the governmental order.

More than a Nominal Effect on the Business Operations

Ç Modifications listed by the IRS in considering if operations have been more than nominally impacted include the 

following (Q&A #17)

Ç Limiting occupancy to provide for social distancing, requiring services to be performed only on an appointment 

basis (for businesses that previously offered walk-in service), changing the format of service (for example, 

restrictions on buffet or self-serve, but not prepackaged or carry-out), or requiring employees and customers to 

wear face coverings.

u Notice 2021-20 supports that employer may be considered to have a full or partial suspension of operations due 

to a governmental order if, under the facts and circumstances, the business’s suppliers are unable to make 

deliveries of critical goods or materials due to a governmental order that causes the supplier to suspend its 

operations.

u Aggregation applies 

u IRS FAQ#34 supports that a workplace closed for certain purposes but not other, a partial suspension eligibility 

may be applicable. 

Notice 2021-20 supports this position:

It states that employers that operate a trade or business in multiple locations and are subject to State and local 

governmental orders requiring full or partial suspension of operations in some, but not all, jurisdictions are 

considered to have a partial suspension of operations. 



QUALIFIED 

WAGES

The amount of wages that are considered qualified wages 

generally depends, in part, on the average number of full-time 

employees the eligible employer employed during 2019:

Ç Full-time employee defined 

Ç Based on 2019 average monthly full-time employees 

Ç Full-time employee means an average of at least 30 

hours per week or 130 hours in a month (only count / 

include employees who worked an average of 30 

hours or more in the calculation – different than PPP)

Ç Aggregation rules apply – treat related entities as a 

single employer

If full-time employees > 100 (or 500 for 2021), only wages paid to 

employees for time they are not providing services 

If full-time employee count is 100 or less (or 500 for 2021), all 

wages paid to employees 

Ç Do not include wages paid to related individuals of greater 

than 50% owners 

Ç Maximum of $10,000 per ee in 2020; $10,000 per ee per 

quarter in 2021



QUALIFIED WAGES
Excluded Wages

Related Party Wages

IRS FAQs explicitly exclude certain wages paid to relatives of owners and controlling shareholders.

Excluded relationships include:

Ç A child or a descendant of a child;  brother, sister, stepbrother, or stepsister; father or mother, or an ancestor of either;

Ç A stepfather or stepmother;

Ç A niece or nephew;

Ç An aunt or uncle;

Ç A son-in-law, daughter-in-law, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother-in-law, or sister-in-law.

NOTE: Spouse is not included in the list of excluded wages.

Owner Wages - Major area of disagreement among accountants if owner wages are captured by constructive ownership 

under 267c.  AICPA has requested clarity, but IRS has yet to respond.

Ç Owner is disqualified because constructive ownership deems his brother/child/father etc. a constructive owner and 

deems the owner excluded due to the related parties mentioned above.

2020 ERC - qualified wages could not exceed what the employee would have been paid for working an equivalent duration 

during the 30 days immediately preceding the start of the full or partial suspension or the first day of the calendar quarter in

which the gross receipts test was met.

Ç This limitation is not applicable to the computation of qualified wages by an eligible employer for the first two quarters 

in 2021 per ARPA.

Qualified Wages paid for the Increasing Research Credit, Indian Employment Credit, FFCRA Paid leave, 

Empowerment Zone Employment Credit, PPP wages used to obtain forgiveness, SVOG wages, RRF wages



RECOVERY STARTUP & SEVERELY 

FINANCIALLY DISTRESSED EMPLOYERS

Recovery Startup businesses

Ç Established after February 15, 2020;

Ç < $1 million in average gross receipts over a specified period;

Ç If a business meets the definition of a recovery startup business, they 

are not required to meet the gross receipts test nor have been subject 

to a government shutdown in order to claim the credit.

Ç ERC is limited to $50,000 for a recovery startup business.

Severely financially distressed employer

Ç Beginning in the third quarter of 2021, employers that have 

experienced at least a 90% decline in gross receipts compared to the 

same quarter in 2019 may take all wages paid during those quarters 

into account for the ERTC. 

Ç The limitation for large employers on wages paid to employees for not 

working does not apply to severely financially distressed employers.



CROSS ELIGIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS

Borrowers who have already applied for and received forgiveness have less flexibility, but that doesn’t mean 

that care shouldn’t be taken to maximize the credit based on what was listed on the forgiveness application.

A borrower should first determine the minimum wage amount necessary to support the forgiveness obtained. 

The 60% calculation is a starting point here, since forgiveness can be no more than payroll costs divided by 

0.60.

Consider any payroll costs listed in the forgiveness application would not be qualified wages for ERC 

purposes and use those first to meet the required minimum. That includes:

Ç Owner compensation replacement

ÇWages paid to employees not eligible to be used for ERC purposes due to the related party rules

Ç Payroll costs such as retirement plan costs, health insurance and payroll taxes paid to state and local 

governments

ÇWages paid to an employee in excess of the $10,000 cap on ERC qualified wages for 2020

After minimizing the ERC qualified wages used to meet the 60% test, determine if the borrower reported 

sufficient non-payroll costs to have obtained forgiveness if only this minimum amount of ERC qualified wages 

listed on the PPP application are included as leading to forgiveness.

PPP2 & other COVID relief programs will make 2021 ERC eligibility more challenging due to the expanded 

value of the credit and related wages

Ç RRF, SVOG or other programs will also reduce the amount of eligible wages.

Ç Plan proactively to ensure you are maximizing the benefits of all programs.



CASE STUDY
52 employees; PPP Loan, R&D Credit Wages

Ç Analysis should be done to maximize the amount of wages 

available to maximize benefits across various programs.  

Ç PPP requires 60% spent on payroll which can 

Ç Also include benefits.



WHAT SHOULD WE DO NOW?

Ç Every employer should be comparing receipts for all four quarters of 2020 over 

2019 NOW as a first step.

Ç Run reports on a cash and accrual basis and connect with Brinker Simpson 

or your accountants to discuss

Ç If you are not eligible due to a reduction in receipts; summarize the impact of 

government orders on your company and connect with us to better understand if 

you might be eligible due to a partial suspension of operations

Ç Calculate the average number of employees who worked over an average of 30 

hours per week or more 

Ç If you have not filed for forgiveness for PPP, hold off submitting the application 

until you understand how you can maximize the benefit of PPP & ERC.

Ç Alternatively, be sure to include as many non payroll expenses on the 

application as possible.

Ç Understand aggregation – gather information on the entities owned by or 

controlled by the employer’s controlling interests (generally the >50% owners but 

other situations also apply where control exists)



QUESTIONS?

rsimpson@brinkersimpson.com

Bob Simpson, CPA, MST

Founder & 

Managing Partner

Kristen McCabe, CPA

Director of Client Experience -

COVID Relief & Special Projects

kmccabe@brinkersimpson.com

Please email cares@brinkersimpson.com if you do not get your 

questions answered - our team will respond there. 

Visit www.brinkersimpsoncares.com for the most up to date 

information and / or email questions to cares@brinkersimpson.com.

mailto:cares@brinkersimpson.com
http://www.brinkersimpsoncares.com/
mailto:cares@brinkersimpson.com

